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Let (X, <,) be a partially ordered set. Denote by m(X, &) the minimum 
cardinal of a set of chains whose union is X and by p(X, &) the minimum 
cardinal of a set of total orders on X whose intersection1 is <r . That every 
partial order can, in fact, be expressed as an intersection of total orders was 
demonstrated by B. Dushnik and E. W. Miller [l]. A very interesting exten- 
sion of this result, due to Oliver Pretzel [2], states that 
p(X, <xl < m(X <xl. (1) 
The object of the present note is to point out that (1) is the only relation 
which can, in general, be asserted about p and m.2 More precisely, we shall 
establish the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. Let 01, /3 be any two (finite or injkite) cardinal numbers with 
01 > p > 2. Then there exists a partially ordered set (2, s&) for which 
cL(Z <z) = B, m(2, &) = 01. 
For 01 = /3, this result is to be found in Pretzel’s paper, and we shall make 
use of his conclusion to achieve our extension. 
Let (X, &-), (Y, fu) be partially ordered sets with X n Y = a. We 
shall understand by their union the partially ordered set (2, <z), where 
Z = X v Y and, for z, z’ E Z, 
LEMMA. Let (X, &), (Y, <,) be partially ordered sets with X n Y = o 
and for which p = max(p(X, &), p(Y, <r)> > 2. Then, for their union 
(Z, <,), we have 
p(Z, <z) = i;. 
1 We interpret partial orders on X as subsets of X X X and use the ordinary 
set-theoretic terminology. 
2 Except for the trivial implication p = 1 2 m = 1. 
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Since &. and <r are the restrictions to X and Y of the partial order <a , 
it follows that 
p(Z, <z) 3 p. (2) 
Let I be a set with / I 1 = ,G, and let 
<,Y = n <i Y <Y = n Gil, 
iCI iEI 
where, for each i E I, Gi is a total order on X and & is a total order on Y. 
(If AX, <cx ) # p(Y, <r), then either the &‘s or the &“s will not all be 
distinct.) Now let i, E I and observe that I - {&} # o since 1 I 1 = ,% > 2. 
For each i E I - {i,}, define a total order <I on 2 by the equations 
and x &z’ 
and z &‘X’ 
and 2’ E Y 
for all x, .z’ E 2. Also define a total order <IO on Z by the equations 
and z &, 27’ 
and z <;, z’ 
and z’ E x 
for all z, z’ E Z. Evidently, 
<,=nz; 
iEI 
and, in view of the inequality (2), therefore 
We come now to the proof of the proposition. Let, then, 01, /I be given 
cardinal numbers with CY > /3 > 2. Following Pretzel, we may assert the 
existence of a partially ordered set (X, <,) for which 
Write y  = 01- /3 or y  = 01 according as 01 is finite or infinite, and let Y be a 
set with 1 Y / = y  and X n Y = a. Let ,<r be the trivial partial order on Y 
(so that no two distinct elements of Y are comparable). Then p(Y, <r) = 2. 
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Let (2, <z) be the union of (X, &) and (Y, <r). Then, by the lemma, 
~(2, &) = /3. Also, the minimum number of chains in (X, &) (and so also 
in (2, <z)) whose union is X is equal to /3. Therefore, the minimum number 
of chains in (2, <z) whose union is 2, namely m(Z, <I), is equal to 
p+,=a. 
Remark. Pretzel’s very elegant construction of a partially ordered set 
(X, &) for which p(X, &) = m(X, <,) = /3 (22) assumes the fact that 
on every set P with / P 1 > 2, it is possible to define a permutation 4 without 
fixed points (i.e., a derangement). For a finite set P, we may simply choose + 
to be any cyclic permutation of P. Suppose, then, that P is infinite. Take two 
setsQ,RwithQnR=@and/Q/=/RI=/P/.ThenIQuRI=/P/, 
and so there exists a bijection 8: P--f Q u R. Define 
Then 
and 
PI = {x E P: B(x) E Q}, P2 = {x E P: O(x) E R}. 
PI n Pz = .0, PI u P2 = P, 
I f  #: PI + Pz is any bijection, and 4: P--f P is defined by the equations 
then 4 is a derangement of P. 
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